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Abstract 
With the evolution of the norms of radiological protection in the world in last the 20 
years, the life expectancy of Workers increased in direct ratio. The technological 
advance of the equipment that uses radiation sources and the deepening in the studies 
and knowledge on the ionizing radiations- e consequent deleterious effect- had 
contributed significantly for the reduction of the doses received for the Workers in its 
daily hours of working. 
 
Methods 
A simple analysis of data, comparing itself the past and the gift, becomes evident that, 
in if treating to radiological protection, the humanity walks for a new age, which hardly 
will retrocede. If before the radiological protection was understood as a concern only in 
the practical doctors, with emphasis in the immediates effects, today already becomes 
gift in all the practical ones, especially in that they put into motion the planet and its 
wealth, in the industry. 
 
Major Values 
Modernity took the man to the daily dependence of the not ionizing radiations, each 
time inserted  of the people’s day. As similar to, the radiological protection today if 
makes gift in diverse practical, to guarantee the cares to be taken and the fulfilment of 
pertinent norms. 
The present study it looks for to evidence that last the 20 years- marked for accidents 
with radioactive sources- they had been essential for a reflection of the norms of 
radiological protection. Thus, workers, as well as the technological sector, changed it 
the new reality, either demanding bigger training technician for the practical ones, 
attention special in security and radiological protection, or same establishing more rigid 
norms, through the regulating agencies. In the present work had a projection of values 
of life expectancy of the population, the past until the present. Analyzing Tables, as 
much for workers how much for the members of the public is noticed that the 
radiological protection offers to one better quality of life to all those involved in its 
practical ones. 
 
Conclusion 
It is concluded that the radiological protection was established in the modern world, 
allowing to the public lesser average doses - mainly how much workers- bigger security 
in relation the biological effect of short and long stated periods, reducing in such a way 
the immediate effects how much the random ones. Such occurred in a rhythm so sped 
up how much of the modernization of the equipment and of the study of the techniques 
that use sources of ionizing radiation. The inexorable consequence of the radiological 
protection causing lesser occupational doses can be related to the increase of the life 
expectancy’s workers, either for reduction of the deleterious effect that they occurred in 
the past, or either for the increase of the quality of life of that they practise it in the gift, 
diminishing the probability of occurrence of somatic or exactly hereditary damages, 
proportionally to the lesser doses received currently. 
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